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We study the Palais-Smale condition for the action integral 
f(u)=!’ {fltil’- V(u)) dt, u E H’(R/Z, RN) 
0 
in terms of the potential V. In particular, we prove that for any V in a 11.1) ,-dense 
subset of VL(R”) this condition never holds at large levels. The same result is 
proven in the time-dependent case. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
T-Periodic solutions of 
4 + V’(q) = 0, (0.1) 
with YEWS, or else VEV?'(R~\(O)), can be found as critical points of 
the action integral 
f(u,=JoT ($i12- V(u)} dt. (O-2) 
In order to find such critical points a main tool is the compactness condi- 
tion introduced by Palais and Smale (shortly PS). Under suitable restric- 
tions on the behaviour at infinity of the potential V, one can show that the 
PS condition holds for f at every large level (see, for example, [l-4] and 
the references therein). The purpose of this note is to prove that the PS 
condition is a quite unstable property. Roughly, we show (Theorem 2.4) 
that near any bounded potential V there exists a potential U= V+ V, 
which does not satisfy the PS condition at every large level. 
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1. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS 
Hereafter S’ denotes R/Z. %YA(RN), %‘A(RN), and %?i(R”) are the spaces 
of %?’ real valued functions on RN which are respectively bounded, 
vanishing at infinity, with compact support. E is the Sobolev space 
H’(S’, RN). If UE E, p(u) denotes inf,.,, lu(t)l; IIuJI, p is the usual notation 
of the Sobolev norm. If VE %?‘(S’ x RN), the action’integral attached to V 
is the functional f,, E g1 (E) 
fvW=j-,, {$4’- v(t, u,} dt 
whose differential at u is the linear form 
(1.1) 
(f,(u),h) =s,’ {zbh- V’(t, u).h) dt, (1.2) 
where V’(t, x) denotes V, V(t, x). If (X, d) is a metric space, the uniform 
convergence metric on V(X) is d,(f, g) = min{ 1, sup,.,d(f(x), g(x))}. 
If f E g’(E) and c E R, a PS,-sequence for f is a sequence { uk} t E such 
that f’(u,) + 0 and f(uk) + c. f satisfies the PS, condition iff every 
PS,-sequence is compact. 
Finally, if XER~, sgn(x)=x/lxl if x#O, and sgn(x)=O if x=0. 
2. THE LEVELS WHEREBY SATISFIES PS, 
Let VE W’(S’ x RN). In order to study the PS, condition for the action 
integral fV is useful to introduce the number 
c*(V) =: lim inf fy(u) fz R. (2.1) 
ll~llaz - = 
The next two (quite standard) propositions concern the PS, condition for 
the levels c < c*( V). 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let VE %?l(S1 x RN). Then the functional f =,fv 
satisfies the PS, condition for all c < c* = c*(V). 
Proof. Let c < c* and let {uk} c E be a PS, sequence (if any exists). By 
definition of c*, uk is bounded in L”. Therefore V(t, uk) is also bounded, 
and so is 
(2.2) 
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Thus uk is bounded in H’, and, up to a subsequence, it converges weakly 
in H’ and strongly in Lm to a limit point U. Hence V’(t, uk). (u- uk) 
converges uniformly to zero. Since f’(r+) + 0 in H- ’ and u - uk is 
H’-bounded we have, from (1.1) 
= (f’(u),~-U*)+/i V.(t,u,).(#-U,)dr}=O. 
Therefore uk converges to u strongly in H’. Q.E.D. 
For the level c = c*(V) one has the following proposition (see [S] for a 
detailed proof). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. If c*( V) E R, fv does not verifv the PS, condition at 
c = c*(V). More precisely, if (uk} c E is any sequence such that lIuk)l m + 00 
andf(u,) + c, there exists a PS, sequence {vk} such that I(vk - ukll ,,2 --) 0. 
ProoJ We just recall that the sequence {ok} can be founded simply by 
shifting the sequence { +} along the gradient lines off,. Q.E.D. 
2.3. Remark. We also notice that c*(V) is continuous with respect o V 
in the uniform convergence metric; indeed from (1.1) one gets immediately 
[c*(V)-c*(U)1 d IIV- Wm. (2.3) 
For values c > c* the PS, condition may hold, or may not. For instance, 
if 1 V(t, x)1 + ( V’(t, x)1 -+ 0, one proves that c, = 0 is the only one level 
where PS fails to hold (see [2]). On the other hand we shall prove that for 
a large class of V, the PS, condition fails at every c > c*(v). 
Let us define 
d,=d,(V)=~~~~fvW, (2.4) 
then one has 
2.4. THEOREM. Let VE V’(S’ x RN) and let E > 0. Then there exists 
V, E UA(RN) such that: 
(i) VxeRN, 1 V,(x)1 GE and V,(x) =0 if 1x1 < l/s; 
(ii) the action functionals associate with V+ V, does not satisfy the 
PS, condition at any level c > d,. V + V,). 
Before proving the theorem, we notice that in some cases the numbers c* 
and d, coincide: namely one has 
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2.5. PROPOSITION. Let VE %?:‘(S’ x RN), f=f,,. Then 
c*(Wd*W). 
Moreover, if there exist constants a < II’, b E R such that either 






Proof For every sequence (uk} c E, clearly, p(uk) -+ co implies 
I(ukll co + co. Hence (2.5) follows. 
If (i) holds, suppose by contradiction that the inequality (2.5) were strict. 
Then there would exist a sequence {uk} c E with f(uk) + c*( V), p(uk) 
bounded, and lIukll ccI + co. Moreover, from (2.2) and (i) one has 
Letting zk = uk/llukll m, one deduces easily that zk converges (up to sub- 
sequences and rotations of S’) to a z E Hh(O, 1; RN) verifying llill i <a I(zJI :. 
This contradicts the Poincare inequality, so that c*(V) = d,( V) is proved 
in the case (i). 
Now suppose (ii) holds: if V(t, x) - (1/2)a is bounded we are again in 
the case (i); if it iS not, there exists a sequence (fk, xk) E s’ x RN such that 
.xk + oc and 
We have 
ftXk) = -11: v( t,X,)dt6 -v(&,x,,+j; l++f 
< -V(lk,xk)+ialxkj2+b+ -a, 
hence in this case c.+ = d, = -co and (2.5) is again an equality, Q.E.D. 
We can summarize the above arguments in the following wat: let us 
consider 
c*(V) =: sup{ c E R: PS, holds for fv}, (2.6) 
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and let X be %L(S’ x RN) or ‘Z1(RN), endowed with the uniform conver- 
gence metric. We regard the number c*(V), d,(V), c*(V) as R-valued 
function on X; actually c.+ = d, on X by Proposition 2.5. Moreover we have 
2.6. COROLLARY. c* is the I.s.c. relaxation of c: X --, R defined in (2.6). 
Proof of Corollary. From Remark 2.3, c.+ is continuous; from Proposi- 
tion 2.1, c* < c*. By Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 there exists D c X, D 
dense, such that c* = c* in D. Hence for any 1.s.c. function 4 6 c*, one has 
4 < c, on D. Therefore 4 < c.+ on the whole space. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 will be carried out be several emmas. First let 
us introduce the classes 
E, = {u E GF?*(S’, RN): zi(t) # 0 Vt}; 
C = (CJ E H’(S’, S’): ind(a) = l}, 
where ind(a) denotes the Poincare index of cr. Clearly C has an affine 
structure over H’(S’, R), since every 0 E C can be represented as id + h, 
h E H’( S’, R). 
2.7. LEMMA. Let u E E,. Then there exijt a 7 E C minimizing f(u 0 .) on 
C; 7 is of class %‘* and the map v = u 0 7 ver$es 
[C(t) + vyt, v(t))] . ti(z(t)) = 0. (2.7) 
ProoJ The functional f(uo .): Z + R is of class g1 and sequentially 
weakly lower semicontinuous. Indeed we have 
f(wc~)=j-~~ {+Jti(o)1*l~12- V(t, u(a))} dt, VUEZ, (2.8) 
and the claim follows from elementary properties of Nemytskij maps. 
Moreover it is coercive, since from (2.8) it follows 
f(uoa)>f( inf lti(t)l’)llfTlI~- max 
t.s' tsS',lxl s llullm V(t, xl, (2.9) 
and inf fE Sl la(t)1 > 0 because u E E,, hence f(u 0 .) has a minimum at some 
r on Z. Writing (l/2) )lil* =: aEW’(S1), one gets from (2.8) the Euler 
equation for r 
2a(z)Z’+ci(z)f*+ V’(t,r)-1;1(7)=0, (2.10) 
and the regularity of 7 follows at once, since a > 0. Finally, letting v = u o 7 
one computes 
i;.ri=2a(7)Z'+d(7)f2 
which, substituted into (2.10) yields (2.7). Q.E.D. 
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We denote by f, the map f, : E, -+ R taking u into min, t z .f(u o 0). 
2.8. LEMMA. The map f.+ is continuous with respect to the W:’ topology 
on E,. 
ProoJ We endow E, with the V’-topology and C with the weak 
H’-topology. The result will follow checking the conditions (i)-(iii) of 
Proposition A.1 (see Appendix) for the map 
So take u E E,. Then (i) is obvious. For condition (ii), let KC C; then from 
(2.8) we have, VUEE, with IIu-uj/+<l, 
If(u~(T)-~f(~~~~l~~I/~--ll2,ll~ll:+~ max teS’.lx/ <lIuIlx +1 Iv’(t,x)l)llu-~ll~ 
d c, I/u - UII gz, 
and (ii) is proved. To show (iii), let us write inf,, s1 lti(t)l =: 6 > 0. Then we 
take 
N,= UEE,: II%>;, Ilulls < llullz + 1 
i I 
. 
From (2.9) one gets 
f(uvT)2~8211611;+c, VUE N,, 
so the family { f( u 0 .) } v t ,,,, is equicoercive. Q.E.D. 
In the following lemma we assume N 2 3; the case N = 2 can be treated 
with slight modifications. 
2.9. LEMMA. Let VE%?‘(S’ x RN), n EN, I >O, and suppose d, = 
d,(V) < 00. Then there exists UE%‘L(R~) and UE E such that: 
(i) lu(t)l2n VtES’; 
(ii) 1 U(x)\ < l/n Vx E RN and U(x) = 0 if dist(x, u(S’)) 2 1; 
(iii) Id,.+ 1 -fY+ Ju)l 6 l/n; 
(iv) Il.&+ u(u)ll d l/n; 
Proof. Step 1. By definition of d, in (2.4) there exists w E E such that 
(w(t)/ >n VtES, fv(w) < 4 + 1. (2,11a, b) 
Let us pose 
M=:sup{IV(t,x)l: tES’, 1x1 <II&J, (2.12) 
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and let us consider the connected subset of E, 
C= {UE E,: n< lu(t)l < Ilwl/,}. (2.13) 
The map f.+ defined in Lemma 2.8 is unbounded from above on C: indeed 
in C there exists curves with arbitrarily large length, say I(liJ I > 1. We have, 
VOEC, 
hence f,( uI) > ( l/2) 1’ - M, and 
sup f*= +co. 
C 
On the other hand, since w E C, 
inff,<f,(w)<d,+k 
C 
As C is connected and f, is continuous, there exists qE C such that 
f.+(q) = d, + 1. Furthermore by Lemma 2.7 there exists z E Z of class w2 
such that the map u =: q 0 z E W’(S’, RN) verifies 
fv(U)=fJq)=d*+A [O + V’(t, u)] .4(7) = 0, (2.14a, b) 
and 
lu(t)l = Id7(f))l ‘?I vt E s’. (2.15) 
Step 2. Construction of the map u. We claim that there exists an 
injectiue function u E E, verifying 
Id,+E.-f&)l+ /u(t)1 > n Vt E S’ 
(2.16a, b, c) 
s 
1 1 . . 
0 
I[u+ V’(t, u)] .sgn(ti)l dtcg. 
Indeed, from (2.14) and (2.15), we have by continuity that there exists a 
neighborhood Nc Z of 7 in the V2 metric such that (2.16a-c) hold for all 
u = q 0 e with e E N. This is trivial for (2.16a-b); as for (2.16~) it suffices to 
observe that 
[[ii+ V’(t, u)] ‘sgn(zi)l d I[ii+ V’(t, u)] .sgn(ti(o))l, 
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and that the right-hand side is continuous with respect to (T, because 
4(t) # 0 (Vt). Now by density there exists ? E N of class G?Z2 and whose 
derivative has only a finite number of zeros. Thus if (uk} c E, is a sequence 
of injective maps which converges to u = qo? in V2, then sgn(ti,) -+ sgn(ti) 
in I,’ and iik + V’(t, uk) + ii + V’(t, U) in L”. Therefore 
i’ I[&+ V’(l, 41 .sgn(&)l dl+J’ I[ii+ V’(t, u)] .sgn(ti)l dt<6, 
0 0 
so one sees that for large k, uk satisfies all the inequalities (2.16). 
Step 3. Construction of U. Let u E E, be an injective map verifying 
(2.16). Thus u subordinates a %Z2 diffeomorphism between S’ and 
r =: u( S’ ). Hence we can define a continuous normal vector field 
F: r-+ RN setting 
F(u(t)) = ii(t) + V’(t, u(t)) - [ii(r) + V’(t, u(t))] 
-sgn($t)) w(4f)) Vt E s. (2.17) 
By the Whitney Extension Theorem there exists U E%~(R”‘) such that 
U(x) = 0 
U’(x) = -F(x) vxer, 
(2.18) 
and, multiplying U with a suitable $ E %?t, we can also take U satisfying (ii). 
Then the pair (u, U) verifies all the properties (i )(iii), and we still have 
only to estimate 
ii + V’(t, u) + U’(u)] h dt (2.19) 
for h E E. From (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) it follows 
o-v+ cl(u), h) 
= 
f 
l [ii+ I/‘(& u)] .sgn(zi)(sgn(ti) .h) dt 
0 
d llhll m J1 I [ii + V’(t, u)] .sgn(ti)l dt d i Ilhll 
0 
and we get 
Iv-l, c/(u)ll G;. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem (2.4). We suppose d.,.(V) < +co otherwise there is 
nothing to prove. Let {A,},, , be an enumeration of Q +. Applying 
Lemma 2.9 inductively we find two sequences, {uk} c E and { Uk} c 
VA(RN) such that 
(a) p(u,)>W+l andp(uk+,)~Ilukllm+3, Vk>l. 
(b) II U,ll o. <e/k and U,(x) = 0 if dist(x, uk(S1)) 2 1; 
(c) 14 + & -fv+ u~(d G l/k 
Cd) IIf;+ u& G l/k. 
From (a) and (b) it follows that Cp=, U, =: V,E%A(R~) and verifies 
point (i) of the thesis. Moreover, since the iJk’s have disjoint supports we 
have, from (c) 
fY+y,(Uk)=fy+Uk(Uk)=d*+IZk+&k, with &k -+O, 
and, similarly, from (d) 
f :+ V&k) =f;+ “jqc”k) + O. 
Therefore Vc E R, c 3 d,, there exists a subsequence of { &} which is a non- 
compact PS, sequence. Finally we observe that d,( V+ V,) = d,( V), since 
V, E W;(R”‘). Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX 
If Z is a topological space, we say that a map f: Z + R is coercive if 
Vc E R there exists a compact Kc Z such that f(u) 3 c if u $ K. We say that 
a family {SALEn is equicoercive if inf, E n fA is coercive. 
In Lemma 2.7 we made use of the following proposition 
A.l. PROPOSITION (Inf Depending on a Parameter). Let X, Z be 
topological spaces, and let f: X = C + R be a map such that for every u E X 
(i) infaEZf(z4, f~)> -co; 
(ii) VKC Z the famify { f( ., a): X+ R}cEK is equicontinuous in u; 
(iii) 3 a neighborhood N,, of u such that the family (f(v, .): 
X+Rlwu is equicoercive. 
Then 
f*(u)=: o’i$ f(uoa) (A.11 
defines a continuous map f, : X + R. 
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Proof: From (i) we have that (A.1 ) defines a real valued map. We 
prove that f, is continuous in U. Let us take cO E Z:; from (ii) one has in 
particular that f( ., a,) is continuous in U. Thus there exists c E R and 
VU E X a neighbourhood U c X of u such that sup, E U f(u, oO) d c. By (iii) 
there exists KC Z such that 
inf inf f(u,cr)>c. 
u$k USN” 
Therefore, Vu E U n N, 
or 
inf f(u, a)= inf f(u,cr). 
OE‘? UGK 
Thus, locally in U, f, has a representation of the form f, = inf, E K f( ., a), 
therefore is continuous in u for (ii). 
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